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A host Living with HIV

+

A safe and secure
environment

+

Discretion

+

A genuine understanding
from your host, on what
you are going through

Awhi Mai Awhi Atu
To Comfort, Stand, and Support

Friday Members Lunch
Body Positive hosts a drop-in lunch every Friday at
Body Positive House in Auckland starting at mid-day.

All members are welcome, just drop in
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When arriving from outside of Auckland, it
can be overwhelming being in a new city.
- not knowing where you are
- not knowing where to go

With Positive Homestay you don’t have to
feel disoriented.
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through amenities, transport and to
appointments.
Positive Homestay is a home away from
home where your comfort is in good
hands.



 Register with Body Positive to
be eligible
 Apply for a homestay
 Body Positive will allocate a
suitable host at your request
 You will be given an itinerary
detailing dates, your hosts
contact details, and a location
map

 
Tinana Ora is Maori for “Body is Alive”
We are a group of Maori, Polynesian and
Bi-Cultural men living with HIV.
With our elected Kaumatua, on the Body
Positive Board of Trustees, we are able to
assist Body Positive in understanding the
dynamics when dealing with Maori,
Polynesian and Bi-Cultural men with HIV.

At the end of your homestay your
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feedback form.

Positive Homestay is available for all
nationalities.

Note: Relocation to another host, once
issued an original host will not be permitted

Budgeting Service

Positive Health Scheme

WINZ Clinic

Need help with your money? Body Positive has
developed a computer software programme that helps
you identify concerns and issues with your personal
budget and recommend ways to help.

The Positive Health Scheme helps assist members of
Body Positive to pay for their medical fees and
associated healthcare costs.

Remove the anxiety you experience in dealing with
WINZ.

Contact us in
complete
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For more details on
the scheme or to
join, please contact
Body Positive on
0800 HIV LINE

A new healthcare scheme for
people living with HIV

Body Positive operates a monthly WINZ Clinic for
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understanding and supportive WINZ staff.

Contact us
for further
details

